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3314A MultEWaveform Generator 
The 3314A is a Function/Waveform Generator with the precision 

and versatility to produce numerous waveforms. Its feature set in- 
cludes accurage sine, square, and triangle waves, with ramps and 
pulses available using variable symmetry. Additional features include 
counted bursts, gate, lin/log sweeps, AM, FM VCO, DC offset, and 
phase lock. For increased versatility, the Arbitrary waveform mode 
allows a countless number of user defined waveforms. Since complete 
programmability is provided, all of these capabilities are available for 
ATE systems, as well as bench applications. 
Precise Function6 

The 3314A provides sine, square, and triangle waveforms from 
0.001 Hz to 19.99 MHz with an amplitude range of 0.01 mV to 10 
Vp-p into 50 Ohms, with optional 30 Vp-p into > 500 Ohms. 

Continuous waveforms are provided with high accuracy and low 
distortion, with frequency accuracy on the upper ranges of 0.01% and 
sine distortion ( - 5 5  dBc to 50 kHz. 

Pulses and ramps are provided to 2 MHz using the variable symme- 
try control over the full 5% to 95% symmetry range. This provides 
narrow pulses with 9 nsec rise/fall times for digital circuit testing, 
and positive or negative ramps for amplifier testing and process con- 
trol. 

Independent DC offset to + 5  V (into 50 Ohms) can be added to 
any AC signal. A post-attenuator summing technique is used provid- 
ing large ac signals with small offsets and vice versa. 

The 3314A's N Cycle burst mode generates an integer number of 
complete cycles at each trigger. Bursts of 1 to 1999 cycles are possible 
for use in applications ranging from sonar testing to digital circuits. 
Variable symmetry and start/stop phase can be used to produce sin- 
gle ramps and haverwaves. 

Like burst mode, gate mode can be triggered internally or external- 
ly. In gate, the 3314A output consists of complete cycles, pulses or 
Arbs which start when the trigger is true, and stop after the trigger 
goes false. In gate and burst modes, the full frequency range applies 
for sine, square, triangle, pulse, and ramp waveforms. 
New 112 Cycle and "Integer" Phase Lock Mode6 

The new 'h Cycle burst mode allows simulation of specialized sig- 
nals found in electronics. At each trigger, alternating M cycles of sines 
or triangles are produced. With the addition of variable start/stop 
phase and symmetry, pulses with variable rise/fall time and over- 
shoot can be produced. Repetition rate, M cycle frequency, symmetry, 
and phase can be set independently to produce a variety of wave- 
forms. 

Buret and Gate 

The Fin X N Fin i N modes provide powerful phase locking capa- 
bility. With "integer" phase lock, fractions or multiples of the refer- 
ence signal can be provided, and +200 deg of phase offset is 
available. Since the 3314A phase locks to the plus or minus edge of 
the trigger signal, it can lock to a variety of signals such as sines, 
squares, pulses, ramps, and others-with complete control of output 
function, symmetry, N, phase, amplitude and offset. 

Modulatlon and Sweep 
Complete AM, FM/VCO modulation give the 33 14A versatile sig- 

nal modifying capabilities. With 100 kHz bandwidths, AM and 
FM/VCO can be used separately or simultaneously to produce a 
multitude of waveforms. 

Multi-frequency measurements can be made with the 3314A's 
sweep capabilities. Linear, logarithmic, and manual sweep make 
measurements of filters, amplifiers, and other networks convenient 
and accurate. X drive, marker, and trigger output signals are also 
provided. 

Arbltrary Waveforms 
For specialized low frequency applications, the 33 14A's Arbitrary 

(ARB) waveform mode lets you create custom waveforms as a series 
of voltage ramps or vectors. Values are easy to enter from the front 
panel using the modify knob as a "pencil" and an oscilloscope as a 
"pad". For remote programming, use a desktop or mainframe com- 
puter to calculate the values, then program them using the HP-IB. 
Arb waveforms are automatically stored in non-volatile memory for 
quick recall. 

Two Source6 In One 
A square wave trigger source is included for generation of complex 

waveforms with a single 3314A. The 0.5 mHz to 500 kHz internal 
trigger is useful in gated, burst, and phase locked waveforms. This 
signal is provided as an output for synchronizing the 3314A to other 
devices. 

Source for your System 
Because all front panel controls are programmable, the 3314A's 

precision and versatility can be utilized in automated test systems. 
System efficiency can be improved with standard features such as 

Service Request (SRQ) interrupt capability and buffered transfer 
mode. 

In production test environments, the 3314's Query commands can 
be used when an operator and computer are sharing control of the 
instrumentation. Parameters can be read from the 3314A into the 
computer where its computational capabilities can be utilized. 
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Arbs Made Easy 
With complete control of each vector, the modify knob is used as a 

"pencil." to draw the waveform on an oscilloscope. 
I .  After -20 unit vectors have been inserted, use modify to set the 

market, VMKR, to # I .  Then set the height of # I  to 400. 
2. Press V LEN and use modify to set the length to 3. 
3. Press V HCT twice, and set the height of #2 to - 190. 
4. Continue to use V HGT and V LEN to create the desired wave- 

form, and INS (insert) or DEL (delete) vectors as needed. Amplitude 
and frequency can now be set without affecting the vector values. 
Waveform parameters are automatically stored in non-volatile mem- 
ory while they are being created. 

5.  Later, if a slightly different waveform is needed, just use the 
marker to select an individual vector, and modify its height and 
lcngth without affecting the height and length of other vectors! 

2MHz 001. kHz 150. kHz 1999. kHz ~(OOI%set t ing  
20 MHz 0.01 MHz 1.50 MHz 19.99 MHz $50 ppm/year) 

Counted burst with ext. trigger 

.07 dB 

Ramp output phase 
ger. Shown with sync output. 

ked to internal trig- 

.33 dB I 15dB 

I - - I - -  

Sine, square, and triangle to 20 MHz 
I 

FM and AM (suppressed carrier) 

Specifications 
Frequency 
Frequency Range: 0.001 Hz to 19.99 MHz-sine, square and trian- 
gle waveforms,.0.00I Hz through 2 MHz range when symmetry Z 
50% 
Resolution: 3% digits 
Frequency Accuracy: 

0 0 1  Hz 1 50 Hz 19 99 Hz 0 2% range) 
200 Hz 00 I Hz 150Hz 199 9 HZ 

Svnthesized 

Accuracy applies in the Free Run mode, with VCO Off, and Symme- 
try = 50% (Fixcd) 

1 / 2 cycle mode simulating overshoot an 2 . .- -! - L I _  _ ? _  - 1 1 - 1 1  _ _ _ I _  - - 

1 

sine x 
using ARB'S 

Amplitude 
Amplitude Range: 0.01 mVp-p to 10 Vp-p into 50 Q 
Resolution: 3% digits 

Range Minimum Maximum Attenuator 
10 mV 001 mV 10 00 mV 60 dB 

100 mV 10 0 rnV 100 0 mV 40 dB 
100 v 1 000 v 20 dB 

4 1ov l o 0 V  lO0OV 0 dB 
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Frequency Sweep 

l t o 7  2 .2  HZ 519.99 MHz 40 ms to 
(integer only) 1999 s/decade 

4 
Ai 

V HGT 

V LEN 

V MKR 

Ran@ DMCriptiOn 
2 ms to 
19 99 ms 

0 to +1999 

1 to 127 

sets the time value for each unit 
of V LEN (length) 
sets the relative height of an 
individual vector 
sets the length in time of an 
inthvidual vector in integral multiples 
of At 
marker is used to select an 
individual vector 

1 to 150 

INS 

DEL 
FREQ 

AMPTD 

OFFSET 

PHASE 

insert is used to add a vector 
before the marker location 
deletes the vector at marker location 

Freq = 

sets amplitude window for ARB 

1 
AtWLEN, t VLEN, t ... VLEN,) 

,002 Hz to 
2.5 kHz 

.01 mV to 
10 vp-p waveform 

O t o i S V d c  offsets the ARB waveform 

t900 to -900 
independent of AMPTD setting 
sets wave start/stop voltage 
within the window defined by 
AMPTD 

Option 001 
Simultaneous X3 output (into > 500 n). 

30 Vp-p max. 

-55 dB* 

General 
Specifications apply when: 

Main signal output terminated into 50 f 0.1 R 
Warm-up > 30 min 
Within f 5°C and 24 hours of last internal calibration 

Temperature: 0 to 55°C 
Relative Humidity: (95% at 40°C 
Altitude: <15,000 ft 
Storage Temperature:-40 to +75"C 
Power: 

100/120/220/240 V + 5% -lo%, 48 to 66 Hz 
90 VA maximum 

Welght: net, 7.3 kg = (16 lb). Shipping, 10.5 kg = (23 lb). 
Dimensions: 132.6 mm (5.22 in) H x 212.3 mm (8.36 in) W x 419.0 
mm (16.50 in) D 

-40 dB I -25dB I 

Price 
93985.00 

+%250.00 


